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Vr horror games oculus quest 2

Oculus Quest is what potential virtual reality fans probably imagined when the technology was in its infancy - an all-in-one device that can be used separately almost anywhere, complete with manual tracking and touch controllers. Although it lacks the raw power of its rivals, Oculus Rift and HTC Vive headsets, Quest more than make up for it with its convenience. It is also able to
play some of the best VR games on the market. Here are some of the best VR experiences Oculus Quest currently has to offer. Further reading the Best PS4 Games Best Nintendo Switch Games Best Xbox One Games Rhythm and Fitness Beat Saber One of the best selling VR games of all time, Beat Saber has become a hit for a reason. Rhythm game put spin on traditional
musical formulas by giving you a lightsaber-like sword in each hand that is used to slash incoming blocks. It's simple but incredibly addictive, and the challenge rises significantly as you move into a more frenetic phase. Several other games have tried to emulate its formula, but few of them can match the elegance of Beat Saber. Adding quest settings without a cable makes it an
ideal choice. BoxVR More a fitness app than a real game, BoxVR is nonetheless an encouraging and intense way to burn calories with Oculus Quest. It's similar to Beat Saber, but with boxing gloves as you punch, cross, hook, and uppercut incoming icons while blocking and dodging obstacles. After a few minutes you will sweat and throw considerable force into your strokes and
the game tracks calories burned, making it easier to work into your daily fitness routine. Creed: Rise to Glory If you'd rather fight another person instead of abstract symbols, then Creed: Rise to Glory will be right down your aisle. Boxing game is a tie-in to the Rocky and Creed movie series featuring several fighters from cartoon-style art movies that make you feel less guilty about
slugging them in the face. You must avoid and counterattack to deliver devastating blows, but your enemies are equally ready to put you on the mat. With Eye of the Tiger playing in your head, you will be able to knock out even the toughest and most ridiculous opponents. Dance Central Xbox's kinect experiment may not have gone according to plan, but that doesn't mean the
Dance Central series had to die with it. Harmonix has developed Dance Central exclusively for VR and delivers a fantastic dance experience that's perfect for starting a one-person party or practicing your best moves. There are 32 songs to choose from, from the 1970s to the 1970s. Action Drop Dead: Dual Strike Edition Although it doesn't have the same recognition as Arizona
Sunshine, Drop Dead: Dual Strike Edition will more than satisfy your zombie-killing desires nicely. First-person shooter game allows you to shoot two weapons at once, and you can Use your measly weapons to bash zombies to shred or slice out of your head. The game also supports cooperative game in horde mode, and there is plenty of gore for anyone looking for a Halloween
game. It's frenetic and fast, and it's the only zombie game we know that allows you to slap rockets back at enemies with a baseball bat. Superhot VR Superhot was already one of the most special first-person shooters we've ever played. Its time moves only when you are making a concept allowing tactical and accurate combat, and its cyberspace plot presents new information in a
novel way. Superhot VR isn't just a VR remake. It's a game created with vr experience in mind. With full 360-degree tracking, you can look around by slipping enemies to size and avoiding attacks. You could say that this game in VR is super hot in itself. Robo Appeal: Unplugged Fortnite? I've never heard of it. Epic Games has managed to deliver one of the best first-person
shooters in VR with Robo Recall, and the new version of Quest delivers the same experience without the threat of tripping over the mess of wires coming from the headset. A more accurate and score-based shooter than some of the other games on our list, it also has high production values and dangerous robotic enemies. You will be able to customize your weapons to make
them and hope they don't defeat you and use you for some kind of evil robotic experiment. Swords Gargantua Swords Gargantua features solo and online multiplayer with up to three other people, and contains 30 weapons to unlock and control against dangerous enemies. Fencing has been designed to be as accurate as possible, and you'll have to master fighting enemies in
close combat with high stakes and face the game's toughest challenges. Fortunately, cross-play is enabled so you can tag-team with friends who don't own Oculus Quest. Apex Construct Many Oculus Quest games are light on direct storytelling, but Apex Construct delivers an intense, mission-based action adventure game. With a bow and shield, you must defeat powerful robots
and uncover the secrets of your post-apocalyptic environment. But once you've completed the main story, you can play missions, uncover hidden secrets, upgrade weapons, and customize your home base. Why settle for action or just storytelling when you can get both. Vader Immortal: Episode 1 - 3 The Star Wars Universe is the perfect virtual reality environment, and Vader
Immortal: Episode 1 is a great match for Oculus Quest. Sent on a quest by the Sith lord himself, you must reach through a maze of dangerous passages, traps and puzzles as you explore Darth Vader's fortress on Mustafaru, the fiery world that Vader calls home. Connect with a droid companion called ZO-E3 and work as hard as you can to solve the mysteries that await you in this
canonical adventure from ILMxLAB, Lucasfilm, and Oculus Studios. At the top of the main story, you can hone your skills as a Jedi Knight in lightsaber dojo, training area designed to test the very thread of your fitness. When episode 1 is complete, be sure to continue your adventure in episodes 2 and 3. Arizona Sunshine Often heralded as the king of zombie VR games, Arizona
Sunshine has more than earned its place at the top of the charts. Built from the ground up to give you with a tense shooter experience, you'll want to put a lot of ammo along for this ride. Pick up, equip, and use over 25 different weapons and other weapons with real-life motion and physics. Hold off zombie hordes as you explore massive environments such as mines, desert cities,
bases and more. Surviving the apocalypse is even more fun with friends and you can connect with up to three other players in co-op multiplayer mode. Pistol Whip Where Superhot challenges you to be tactical and intelligent, Pistol Whip asks you to flow like a river and let your wild side show. Complete with pulse-pounding melodies, this fast-paced shooter will shun you, dodge,
and blast your way through bank robberies and other hand-crafted scenes as you try to stay alive. With music from well-known EDM artists like Apashe and Black Tiger Sex Machine, you won't have time to take a breath when you're fighting to find your rhythm and survive. Adventure and Puzzle Moss Moss is an incredible game that takes full advantage of the possibilities
associated with virtual reality. It combines the traditional action of a third person with the ability to control the entire game world around you. You view the story as a god, and with your help, the main protagonist – a mouse named Quill – completes puzzles, defeats enemies, and embarks on a heroic journey. This story is equal parts saga and fairy tale, eating for adults and a child in
each of us. I expect you to die, I expect you to die, is an ingenious VR game that combines virtual reality with the famous concept of an escape room. Even if you escape the situations with your life at stake this time, you will still have just as much time trying to work through it with your friends. I expect you to die is a VR-only game that adds in convenient telekinetic mechanics to
avoid some of the more annoying drawbacks of VR. It combines the right amount of humor with problem solving, logical deduction and a healthy dose of danger. Job Simulator For all you novices on virtual reality, you can easily do it with Job Simulator. Although the creators have designed Job Simulator as the introductory game, it is as fun as any other game we mentioned here.
You'll play fun puzzles using live robots that offer an uplifting and simplistic departure from the intricate plots owned by most other popular titles. Oculus Quest editors' recommendations are a completely separate VR headset. It can track the room you are in and your movement in six directions, which opens up the world when it comes to playing games. Oculus Quest has an
impressive library of launch titles, but these are the first that it absolutely needs to be tested. Beat Saber is an incredibly popular and addictive game in VR. You can swing two lightsabers to slash through floating blocks to the rhythm of songs with bumping beats. With Oculus Quest support with two touch controllers and six degrees of freedom, you can lean back, duck and swing
on blocks to try to beat your high score. $30 at Oculus Technically it's a VR story more than a game, but in it you can see Darth Vader in VR and swing a lightsaber. In that story, you're a smuggler who ends up on Darth Vader's home planet. You will hone your lightsayer skills and discover the secrets of Vader along the way. $10 on Oculus In SUPERHOT VR enemies are coming
at you from all directions. It features a unique slow-motion combat system in which you use different weapons to slash and shoot enemies. The game uses quest features by utilizing 360 degree tracking to surround you with enemies and let you double control your weapons. $25 on Oculus killing robots are on the run and Robo Recall: Unplugged allows you to shoot with different
weapons. It is a game about a storm of bullets, which is greatly enhanced by the ability of Oculus Quest to track movements in 360 degrees. $30 on Oculus This multiplayer shooter will pit you against other players online or AI because you use six shooters to defeat your enemies. Set in the Western world, it is a sequel to the popular Dead and Buried, which has been launched on
the Oculus Rift and Oculus Go. $20 on Oculus The Oculus Quest provides a unique opportunity to use popular VR titles without being strapped to a PC. Games that require movement, both around the room and with their hands, feel liberated by the lack of Oculus Quest wires. Oculus Quest has a wide range of games and apps available, and this list is set to grow fast as
developers jump on board. The games on this list excel in their ability to use the tracking features and support of Oculus Quest for two controllers. Beat Saber is the highest rated game that is a hit at parties. It has different skill levels, so it's an excellent game for beginners and professionals. Oculus Quest's built-in speakers shoot music directly at your ears, and the tracking system
means you can drop in blocks without the risk of being wired. The slow-motion gameplay of SUPERHOT VR and the unique look create a combat experience that you won't get in any other game. It's also an excellent game to try out Oculus Quest features and take advantage of the fact that you don't have to wear any wires. SUPERHOT VR requires you to create complex
sequences of moves, and Oculus Quest feels like it's built for titles like this. We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. Teach more. More.
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